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1. Modern English Language History

1.1. General characteristics of Modern English Language History

Early Modern English (1500 - 1800).

The next wave of innovation in English came with the Renaissance. The revival of classical scholarship brought many classical Latin and Greek words into the language. These borrowings were deliberate and many bemoaned the adoption of these "inkhorn" terms, but many survive to this day. Shakespeare's character Holofernes in Loves Labor Lost is a satire of an overenthusiastic schoolmaster who is too fond of Latinisms. Late-Modern English (1800 - Present).

The princi Modern English The Modern-English Period is dated from A.D. 1500 to the Present. The Modern English period began in 1500 and lasts until the present day. The complex inflectional system of Old English had been simplified during the ME period. Modern English is often called the period of lost inflections.

6 The Renaissance, 1500-1650

The next wave of innovation in English came with the Renaissance. These borrowings were deliberate and many bemoaned the adoption of these "inkhorn" terms, but many survive to this day. Modernist English Literature.

Name: Gângâ Maria
Year: IIIrd
Group: English - Romanian
religious. the supreme authority was no longer God. and artistic traditions. and SUPER-EGO. says one character from the trilogy Forsyte Saga referring to the end of a historical period. With the death of Queen Victoria in 1901. proposing an entirely new approach. and frees itself from philosophical. this is the end of greatness for Britain. and tradition that characterized the Victorian era was perceived even stronger. what distinguishes the modernist writers from the previous generations is their interest.